
Hurricane Katrina left behind massive flooding,

death, and destruction in New Orleans, Louisiana, and

other towns in the Gulf Coast states.
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The citizens of New Orleans
braced for the hit of Hurricane
Katrina and then blew a big
sigh of relief once the hurri-
cane came and seemed to go.

But within hours of the
category 4 storm ripping
through the Gulf Coast states,
people’s worst fears were realized. The city’s decades-old
levees were not high or strong enough to hold back the storm
surge caused by Katrina, and several levees burst. Water
poured into the city, flooding buildings, homes, and streets.
As the water rose, people panicked. Many were swept up
in the floods and drowned. Others climbed to their roofs
and pleaded for helicopter rescuers to come save them.

The federal government and relief organizations
mobilized for help, but many complained that relief did not
come quickly enough. Survivors began running out of food
and water. Some began blaming racial discrimination—as
many of the hurricane victims were African American—
for the government’s slow response. But were those accu-
sations fair? Or was there anything else that could have
been done in the face of Mother Nature’s wrath?

In this book, author John Torres takes a very personal
look at the devastation of New Orleans in the wake of
Hurricane Katrina.
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Honeymoon in New Orleans
William and Tena Corley were married four days before stories of a strong

hurricane heading for New Orleans became a serious concern.
They heard about it on the news, but like most people, they didn’t really

take notice until the storm had grown to mammoth proportions and was only a
day or two away.

The Corleys were poor. Because they were originally from other parts of
the country—he was from Los Angeles and she was from Texas—they decided
to spend their honeymoon in their newly adopted city, “The Big Easy,” New
Orleans. They had lived there for only about six months and had moved into an
apartment together. They didn’t have a lot of money to take an expensive honey-
moon trip anyway.

When the storm was approaching, many of their neighbors had decided to
leave the city. In fact, by the time the storm neared, Tena and William were the
only ones left in their small apartment building. William had survived a few
earthquakes in California, so he didn’t worry much. He thought a hurricane
was just a little wind and rain. It couldn’t be as bad as an earthquake. He was
wrong.

William had another motive for wanting to stay around during the storm.
He figured there would be plenty of work available for him in the construction
field to rebuild the area once the storm blew over.

Just a year earlier, he had seen what the four hurricanes that hit Florida
had done for the construction industry. Work crews—some from out of state—
were kept busy for all of 2005 rebuilding houses and patching damaged roofs.

Hurricane Katrina picked up speed and intensity as it neared New Or-
leans. Sustained winds were being measured at a catastrophic 160 miles per
hour.
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CHAPTER 1    Hurricane Katrina

At first, the Corleys thought it was a little romantic. After all, here they
were in a famous city that was pretty much empty because many of the resi-
dents had evacuated. The howling wind moving through the city’s streets
sounded beautiful.

“It was just a big wind blowing and sheets of water coming across the
city,” William Corley said. “It was kind of nice.”1

But the nice, romantic feelings would soon fade as the fierce storm began
to grow stronger. The Corleys were only experiencing the fringes of the gigan-
tic hurricane, which by this time had sucked up warm waters from the Gulf of
Mexico and gained even more strength.

Hurricane Katrina had grown into a monster storm. It was changing be-
tween a category 4 and category 5 on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale. The
weakest type of hurricane is a category 1 storm. That means the winds blow at
between 74 and 95 miles per hour. A category 5 hurricane is the strongest type
of storm. In addition to pulsing rains, a category 5 has sustained winds of more
than 155 miles per hour.

Saffir-Simpson Hurricane ScaleSaffir-Simpson Hurricane ScaleSaffir-Simpson Hurricane ScaleSaffir-Simpson Hurricane ScaleSaffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale

CategoryCategoryCategoryCategoryCategory Wind SpeedsWind SpeedsWind SpeedsWind SpeedsWind Speeds DamageDamageDamageDamageDamage

1 74–95 mph Minimal

2 96–110 mph Moderate

3 111–130 mph Extensive

4 131–155 mph Extreme

5 over 155 mph Catastrophic

The hurricane had missed Florida, but it looked like it was headed di-
rectly toward the Louisiana and Mississippi coasts. It was traveling slowly but
seemed to be getting stronger every hour. The local government ordered the
people of certain cities to leave. New Orleans was one of those cities. The
problem for many of the area’s poor people—including William and Tena
Corley—was that they could not really afford to go.

The city of New Orleans set up temporary emergency shelters at the
Superdome—where the New Orleans Saints play football—and the city’s Civic
Center. Even before the storm hit, there were rumors that there wouldn’t be
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Honeymoon in New Orleans 1
enough food or security at the shelters. People were afraid the buildings wouldn’t
hold up.

The Corleys were among the few who decided to wait out the storm in
their home. And to be honest, they didn’t think it would be too bad. They
thought it would just be more comfortable to be inside their own place.

When William and Tena Corley heard the rain tapping against their win-
dow, they had no idea of the wrath that was about to descend on the area.

A little while later, Tena recalled, the storm got scarier.
“The winds got a little stronger and things, you know objects, started

hitting the building,” she said. “We started to feel a little afraid when things
began to hit our windows. We thought they would break.”2

A few very long hours later, it was morning. The storm was still in full
force. The wind was howling and sending stray objects flying through the city
streets. The Corleys wanted to see what the conditions outside were like, so

Thousands of
the city’s
residents sought
refuge in the
Superdome,
where the New
Orleans Saints
football team
normally plays.
Unfortunately,
the supplies
quickly ran out,
and the building
began leaking
from the storm.Inside the Superdome, tired and hungry

New Orleans residents wait for relief.
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CHAPTER 1    Hurricane Katrina

they walked down the stairs of their second-floor apartment to the front door of
the building.

When William Corley opened the door, his eyes widened in utter amaze-
ment as water started rushing into the building. For a split second he was
shocked, not knowing what to do. He struggled to close the door, but the water
and the howling winds made it difficult. Once it was shut, he and Tena ran
upstairs to their apartment and bolted the door. He yelled to his wife to get to
an inner room.

They took food, water, and a battery-operated radio into the bathroom—
they had supplies for a few days if needed. William Corley wasn’t sure if the
rising waters would reach the second floor. After a few hours the winds quieted
down and the storm seemed to have finally passed. But was it safe? What
would their newly adopted city look like?

The couple emerged from their hiding place and ran to the nearest win-
dow. They were relieved that the water had not crept up into their apartment.

They took in the scene outside. Trees were strewn everywhere. Branches
and utility poles were scattered like fallen leaves. The water and the wind had
moved parked cars into the middle of the street. The worst of the storm had
passed, but clearly it was not gone for good. Every few minutes, strong winds
and driving rain would start up again for short periods.

“I looked out the window and the water was hip-high,”3  William Corley
said. He expected that the waters would soon subside and that their lives would
return to normal. He looked forward to helping out in the reconstruction ef-
forts.

By mid-afternoon the water level had not dropped at all. In fact, the water
was rising! The hurricane had caused the waters of the Gulf of Mexico to surge
forward onto the shore in a way that was eerily similar to how the Asian tsu-
nami of 2004 had driven the Indian Ocean ashore. The difference was that this
water surge was happening slowly. The city’s water pumps—used to pump
water back out into retention ponds and rivers in times of flooding—had stopped
working.

Also during this time, some of the levees burst. The levees—a series of
dams—had been built to protect the city of New Orleans from flooding by
Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi River. They were built so that New
Orleans, which is situated below sea level, could be used as a harbor city. The
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1Honeymoon in New Orleans

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers started building them along the Mississippi
River in the late 1800s—but they were never intended to withstand a category
4 or 5 hurricane. Newer levees were built after a hurricane in 1947 flooded
Jefferson Parish—which includes New Orleans—but they would not be strong
enough for a major storm. Weather experts predicted that the storm surge from
Katrina could reach 28 feet high. Many of the 350 miles of levees around New
Orleans were only 18 feet high.

Hurricane Katrina, combined with the aging levee system, was a disaster
waiting to happen. When the levees failed, millions and millions of gallons of
water rushed into the city’s streets. With more rain falling and the storm surge
still causing flooding, the water had nowhere else to go. The city’s roads, from
the back alleys to the main thoroughfares, became rivers. Houses, stores, of-
fices, banks, and schools were flooded.

“The next morning the water was seven feet high,” William Corley said.
“We were afraid, but I guess God was on our side.”4

Hurricane
Katrina hit New
Orleans hard. But
it wasn’t until the
levees broke that
the real damage
started. Water
escaped into the
city, flooding
property, killing
hundreds, and
forcing thousands
of people to flee
their homes.

When the levees broke, thousands of gallons

of water rushed into the city of New Orleans.
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CHAPTER 1    Hurricane Katrina

The Corleys were lucky. They lived. But they knew that they had to get
out of their apartment. They were pinned in, and soon vermin, like rats, snakes,
and alligators, might be swimming in the streets and entering people’s homes.
They decided they would have to get out of that house. Their only choice was
to swim for safety.

When the storm was finally over, they went downstairs and trudged and
then swam away from their home to higher land. They found themselves in a
city that offered them no services, no companionship, and no help. They were
alone.

Eventually the water caused extensive damage to their home. The Corleys
had not owned much, but whatever they had was gone. Five days after the
storm was over, they were walking around New Orleans with a shopping cart
full of bottled water, a cell phone, and the clothes on their backs. They were
tired and hungry. William called out to the soldiers who had come to help and
thanked them.

They still had no idea if their friends and family were safe. They didn’t
know—like most of America—how many people this killer hurricane had
claimed. But they did know they had no place to go in New Orleans. They
knew it would take months or years before the city would ever get back to
normal.

“Nobody can believe that this was how we spent our honeymoon.” Tena
Corley smiled, though it looked like she wanted to cry. “It makes me laugh.”5

She hugged her husband and they started walking down a street, pushing
their cart. They said they would leave the state and go to Texas, where Tena’s
mother lives.

The Corleys had no idea that this storm would also cause tensions to
escalate between federal and local governments, and between the nation’s white
and black communities. There was much disagreement over how the relief
efforts were handled, and many believed that race had something to do with
the nation’s response time.

It would be a tough test for a country that had experienced the civil rights
movement less than forty years earlier.
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